
We’re glad you’re here! 
Music with Chris Tripolino & the Fabric Band

Welcome
People are so Peopley - shared stories, shared table

Connecting with & supporting Fabric
Music and sending

 

See you next week! Bring a friend!

Life, for adults and kids alike, is most
fulfilling when it is woven deeply with
others and that mysterious element

we often call the third strand, or “God.”  
 

More at fabricmpls.com

WHAT TO EXPECT
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WELCOME!

People are so Peopley
Welcome to a September of music, connection and stories brought to you by the humans of Fabric.

This week features stories of realization that what wasn’t worth the trouble suddenly was, 100%.
Thanks for being here to enjoy and share thunderous applause as Laureen Herbert and Eloise Carlson

kick off our September of stories! 

Fabric
 September 11, 2022

Fabric & the Twin Cities Marathon - October 2
We'll be at 34th Ave S & Minnehaha Pkwy 9-11:30! One of the wonders of Fabric is that there isn’t
anything we have to do, except be relevant. After fighting road closures and everyone’s
involvement with the marathon some years ago we realized it makes sense to just be part of it.
Cheer for your friends and neighbors with us! More at fabricmpls.com/marathon

What's Happening for Kids
Families sit near one of the white tables so kids can create their own storytelling tools to help keep
the stories going beyond Sunday mornings!

Come early each week! Kids join us at the Gaga pit or at the playground beginning at 10:10!
Coffee and treats on the lawn nearby!

All Fabric Retreat! Join Fabric friends and families for a weekend of fun...a time 
for connecting and relaxing...and a chance to regroup after our time of sabbatical!
Dates: October 14-16
Where: Camp Courage in Maple Lake, MN
More info & register: fabricmpls.com/retreat2022

https://www.google.com/maps/@44.9169206,-93.2235071,18z?hl=en&authuser=0
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Week 1 - People are so Peopley

Stories tether us to what matters most: our families, our friends, our hearts,
our planet, the wondrous mystery of life itself.  Yet the stories we've been
telling ourselves as a civilization are killing us...
 

                                  Mark Yaconelli, Between the Listening and the Telling

Reading #1: Missing Woman Unknowingly Joins Search for Herself

The power of storytelling is BETWEEN US, the LISTENERS and the TELLERS.

A story from Eloise Carlson

A Fabricism:  PRACTICE when it’s EASY 

A story from Laureen Harbert

Reading #2: Sacred Stories

There is a LOVE that knows all about our peopleyness and says "YES!"

Reading #3: Why Stories?

Homework: What is a moment from your life you would name as sacred? It might be quite ordinary. There may be
many. Take 10 minutes this week to pause and recreate the scene in your imagination in detail - sights, sounds, smells.
Share it by writing it down or telling someone about it. 

https://markyaconelli.wordpress.com/
https://markyaconelli.wordpress.com/

